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This is about the future of us. You wake up in a
strange world where life itself has changed. You
are in the very future now and the people who
live here have made it up as they go along. Here
are the facts about your future: ☑ Human has
died. ☑ In the near future of present, humans
have been eliminated by machine. ☑ This is a
post-human world. ☑ There are two types of the
people who live in the post-human world, one are
the soft men and the others are the earth
mobsters. ☑ People of Earth are different from
post-human men. They are much more tough and
fierce than that of the post-human men, but they
are in the vicious circle of survival. ☑ In this new
world you start your adventure to show yourself
as a person of Earth and make yourself as a
person of post-human man. Post-human Man is a
game about a person who wake up in a crazy
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world where people have stopped being alive and
things have begun to be controlled by machines.
You will be able to play through several missions,
meet new people, and fight against enemies. Posthuman Man is about an experiment of Mankind.
There are no human being around you. What will
you do in a situation where everyone is dead
around you? The character that you play is able
to adapt with the situation that is around. There
are various choices in this game. Mechanics: ●
You can play the game either in 2D or in 3D. ●
The camera is located at the screen. ● You can
change the setting of the camera like zooming in
or zooming out. ● You can change the setting of
the camera like this: slow forward / fast forward /
stop. ● You can also modify the camera by
pressing “Esc”. ● In the game you can touch the
objects for help. ● You can move/turn the camera
like this: slow, fast, stop. ● You can move/turn
the camera like this: slow, fast, stop, slight zoom.
● You can play with the game for easy or with
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joypad. ● You can aim a gun by pressing the
action button. ● You can throw a gun by pressing
the button for throwing the gun. ● The game is
full of interesting scenes and story. ● You can
select your favorite characters and customize
them. ● You can
Features Key:
An anthology of sci-fi stories
Moody and detailed visuals
Minimal and recharging gameplay
A mysterious happy ending

Join A Sickening World!

In the near future, war had torn apart civilization. We're now living a world of illusion where independent minds can
hardly live together in harmony. While most people are satisfied with the simple status quo, a group of entrepreneurs
intends to revive the crumbling civilization!
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? Sci-Fi is made with Unity 5 and 3D Game Engine
“Blade Runner 3D” engine. ? Characters in game are
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made with Tiled & Retro-look 2D GFX. ? Many sprites
are made by “Pixel Art Smash Bros.” ? Sounds are
made with “HandyAudio” engine. ? Atmosphere
sound are made with “Soundbible” engine. ? all other
sound is made with “English Audio” engine. This mod
adds 4 sci-fi species into the game, 12 versions of
these species, 18 outfits and 3 appearances for each
outfit. In total this mod adds 9656 outfits. Only eyes
in this mod are of the normal male. This mod
includes both 5 genders and 9 weigth. Credits: This
mod is created for Merry_Dru_Art and for any other
person who want to contribute to this mod. You can
find more info in credits of this mod. PSO2: Several
clothing mods by me for different Garbah
(merry_dru_art) & Ciel (merry_dru_art) looks.
d41b202975
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- Science Fiction Universe - Dream it, make it! My
first dlc and the way of learning about coding, it's
just the beginning for me and I'm sure you can
see a future in Sci-Fi with it. I would like to thank
you all for your support. You know, I am going to
share some serious stuff about it in the future,
but this is a test time now. We learn from
mistakes, sometimes it's good to make mistakes,
it's a best way to learn Thank you so much for
your support!~ What's included: 2 Long Graphical
Scenarios. Even two pilotable heroes. Over 4
hours of very vivid, colourful scenes. Even a fully
functional, working timer. Almost 80 maps. A lot
of detail. You'll be able to play this as it is, with no
scripts or scripting. Twelve space base maps.
You'll be able to install the script and change the
script if you want to. You'll get the script in the
program as a bonus. You'll get the sprites in the
next update, but if you don't want them you can
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install them. What's not included: Your support! I
will update it as soon as I can, but I don't promise
to update it every day, but please be aware of
this possibility, and keep an eye on this page to
stay updated. I will try to take into consideration
what's not included in this version, so you don't
have to be sad about it. The credits: For your
support, for all your love and your warm words, I
will always try to give back, thank you for
everything. My game developers: For working on
this project with me, and be my friends, thank
you so much. You are my best friends, I can't
thank you enough. This project and my career
wouldn't be where they are today without you. Scenario 1 - Psycho Boy in a Sci-Fi World
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What's new in Sci-Fi For 3D Visual Novel Maker:
v1.41 ------------------------------------------------- With v1.41 you'll
experience: Fixes to track link issues Fixes to the Video Exporters
Additions to the Custom Editor Small tweaks to the UI And more fixes
Video Exporters fix: Fixes for the video exporter and the code & logic
for the tool itself It will now work according to game settings and only
save the seconds and/or minutes specified by the game The camera
will now be the camera of your choosing The "Lock Camera" option will
now stay permanent on the screen's right side A bug with the camera
preset was fixed The Per-Camera auto_x/auto_y sliders will no longer
be added if the game was edited by the creator Minor UI fixes and
changes Sci-Fi for 3D Visual Novel Maker v1.40
------------------------------------------------- With v1.40 you'll experience the
following fixes: And more fixes & tweaks Three different fixes were
fixed to the "New Game" option The AE Export feature now has a
button that will open the correct AE Exporter (That's the one pergame, for per-character, and for per-scene) Those "normal" special
effects won't crash the CPU on rare ocasions And minor fixes & general
tweaks Sci-Fi for 3D Visual Novel Maker v1.37
------------------------------------------------- This is an update to v1.36 and
includes the following improvements: * New settings: All default
settings back on for easy (factory) adjustments * Better off-road
navigation * Default game will start and stay in the completely new
"Main" screen * Doors, lights, weapons on doors, etc. will be added to
your mansion * Economy & can of worms enabled * Game options now
saved over an update (F5 & F7), fixes for some incorrect default
settings and some options settings With 1.36 you'll experience the
following changes: * New UI (see more screenshots) * New
SimpleNavigation * The camera will now be controlled from the
character's left * The transition times for moving are now very short
(from 0.0 to 0.1 seconds) * The playtime's progress bar disappears now
* The menu's music is now continuous * Lots of fixes to the UI and
overall appearance * Various other minor tweaks and fixes * And a big
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How To Crack:
Install with option: Run As Administrator
If you got admin rights then press this button: CRACK
/crack/scifitn_3D.rar">this.rar and select only mt2 file
Enjoy.
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System Requirements:

Windows: Minimum supported Windows OS is
Windows 8.1. We have tested the game on
Windows 10. Minimum supported PC CPU is Intel
Core 2 Duo. The game will not function properly
with older CPUs. Minimum supported GPU is
NVIDIA Geforce GTX 660. The game will not
function properly with older GPUs. Mac: Minimum
supported Mac OS is 10.9. Minimum supported
GPU is NVIDIA Geforce GTX 460. Linux: Minimum
supported distribution is Ubuntu 14.04. Minimum
supported GPU is NVIDIA Geforce GTX 460.
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